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An early lesson we all have to learn is patience. Sitting in my high-chair kicking and screaming did not improve
mom's speed to deliver a few Cheerios as I waited for a meal. When my mother insisted I share my favorite Hot
Wheels car with my brother for 2 minutes and it felt like I had parted ways with my prized toy for eternity. As a
child I did not have much patience. Did you?

With proper 'training' and maturing I (we) learned and appreciate the value and importance of maintaining good
discipline, self-control and being patient as a spouse, a parent, a teammate and as an investor. I can report that the
last few months has certainly tested these skills and glad to see clients like you have relied on their well-
developed resiliency musc les and self-control.

As a young person it seemed like everything took a long time to happen.... And it was OK.

Growing up I had to learn to share, sit through church service without making a ruckus, pay attention to teachers
to help me learn, wait at the bus stop to be picked up, earn my spot on the travel basketball team and many other
lessons my brothers, parents and grandmother knew I needed to learn. Sometimes your patience is challenged
because the end goal is not in your control. For example, when you root for a sports team it can be exhilarating
and heartbreaking even if you can't directly influence the outcome. I started following the New York Ranger
hockey team as a very young boy and it wasn't :lurirtil 1994 that the team finally won the championship and hoisted
the Stanley Cup. My loyalty as a fan was richly rewarded!

In 1983 I lived in the Netherlands and attended Tilburg University. It was the first time I flew on a plane and CT
seemed far away. I could not afford a long-distance phone call. Sending letters in the mail from Europe took two
weeks to arrive home. By the time my correspondent drafted a reply and wrote Par Avion on the envelope it was
another 2 weeks to get back to my flat. I recall the anticipation was excruciating while waiting for an update on a
family member's heath status (or a reply from your girlfriend!). I had to trust that sticking my stamped envelope
into the Post Box would miraculously find its way to my parents' mailbox in CT. Then the wait would start
again.I did appreciate every leffer received and every word written.

My patient self realizes we come to better outcomes when taking time to ponder, review, anticipate and assess.
An effective vaccine needs to be vetted thoroughly to be certain it is safe to immunize our communities. Market
corrections are necessary for stock prices to re-set. This provides some bargain shopping and an opportunity to re-
test resilience and commitment to longer term objectives.

My impatient self says: Get any pain done and over with quickly. Recessions should all be shallow and short.
Let's get the vaccine fast-tracked so was can safely re-engage in our normal routines. Economic expansions
should be deep, wide and long-lasting. Stocks and bonds should produce positive returns every year. And my
favorite sports teams should win every game!

From February 19,2020 through mid-March the S&P 500 fell by over 33% (Y charts as of 812612020) and the
Russell Small Cap Index droppedby 40%o. In a month's time, markets around the globe plummeted.
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This sell-off in the US was the steepest and quickest decline in market history. The market was reacting to the
uncontrolled spread of the virus, lack of clarity on any potential vaccine, shockingly high unemployment data,
impact on the economy and company profitability. There was not much good news to be found. Winnie-the-
Pooh's pal Eeyore was in his glory.

March 2020 is when the impatience set in for the US Federal Reserve and Congress. Elected officials and
monetary policy officials realized they needed to act swiftly and boldly. Their combined actions led to the most
significant stimulus package in the history of the US. As of the end of July Congress is working on delivering the
4th stimulus injection to keep the momentum going. So how did the US Small cap (Russell 2000) and Large cap
stocks (S&P 500) respond to the steps taken be Federal Reserve and Congress?
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Being patient does not mean being stuck. Being patient does not mean you lack a to-do list. Being patient,
exhibiting self-control and maintaining self-discipline does not mean you ignore opportunities to improve your
situation.

The markets are impatient in trying to predict the future. The impatient market is not always accurate. Over the
next few months, the markets will be trying to accurately forecast a US election in November, sporadic spikes in
the coronavirus as the economy 're-opens', timing of discovery for anti-viral medication or vaccine, plight of the
unemployed, risk of deflation, impact of the significant (and growing) federal deficit, a weakening US dollar, and
a general feeling of uncertainty and unrest in our cities, suburbs and farmlands. The path forward has a few
potholes.

Acknowledging and adapting to the changing landscape is what we do in our work and family life. It's what we
do as investors as well. We want our clients to trust their planning priorities and portfolio allocations. You have
successfully avoided short-term, emotionally-elicited response to make reactionary trade decisions. Through
market cycles, times of unrest and uncertainty, we need to continue to trust our patience skills, self-control and
think longer term....... and act accordingly.

Please reach out by phone or email if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Michael Matson

All investing involves risk, including the potential for loss. Indexes are unmanaged and cannot be invested into
directly. Past performance is not indicative offuture results. Small capfunds may be subject to a higher degree of
market risk than large capfunds or more established companies' securities.

The Standard & Poor's 500 (SAP 500) is anunmanaged group of securities considered to be representative of
the stock market in general.

The Russell 2000 is an index that measures the performance of approximately 2,000 small-cap companies based
on a combination of market capitalization and current index membership. It is a subset of the Russell 3000 Index,
which is comprised of 3,000 of the biggest U^S. stocks.


